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                                  ABSTRACT

        Transient phenomena in the wave guide are discttssed in the present paper. To
     this end, we deal with the case in which various modes of electromagnetic waves
     are excited in the wave guide by an electric or a rnagnetic dipole lying along the
     guide axis, assuming that for t<O, neither an electric Ror a magnetic dipole exists
     and at t =O, either an electric or a magRetic dipole appears, giving rise to the excita-

     tion of the electromagnetic waves in the guide.

                                     '1. introduction

    With the development of microwave techniqtte, the wave guide, one of the main

components, has been discussed more in detail. The discussions, however, seerr} to

have been confined so far to the steady-state problems, without being extended to the

transient phenomena. In this paper, the authors try to treat the transient phenomena.

We consider the case in which various modes of e!ectromagnetic waves are excited

in the wave guide by an electric or a magnetic dipole oriented along the guide axis

on the foliowing assumptions: For t<O, neither an electric nor a magnetic dipole

exists, and so no field quantities exist. At t=O, either an eiectric or a magnetic

dipole appears and so the electromagnetic waves are excited in the guide. On these

assumptions, we derive the Hertzian vectors of excited waves.

    The electric and magnetic fields can be derived by differentiating the Hertzian

vectors with respect to the time and spatial coordinates.

2. Laplace transÅíorrns of the Maxwell equations

    The Maxwell equations in the isotropic homogeneous non-dispersive mediaxm are

expressed in M. K. S. units as foHows:

                         yÅ~E("., t)+,,, afir(o•ri t) == o,

                         rxHer, t) -eOE(o"rt' t) -A-J(-i t), (2.D

 -- • * Read at the annual rneeting of the Physical Seciety of Japan, October 9, 1951.
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                         7•eE("r, t) =: p("r, t) ,

                         ff•ptnr(?, t) =o.

Mukiplying each of these equations by e-Pt and integrating from O to oo with respect

to t, namely, by operating Laplace transforrn, we obtain, by using the assumptions

made in bR1:

                       7Å~E(r-", P) -Y ptPll(r", P) == O ,

                       gÅ~H(r-', P)- ePECr', P) == J(}, P) ,
                                                                       (2. 2)
                       p•eE(7, P) =p(?, P),

                      7•ptH(?, P) -= O,

where E(?,P), H(-r',P),J(F,P) and ,o(?,P) are Laplace transforms of ECr',t),

lir(7, t), J(;, t) and p(Hr', t) and similar symbols will be used in the following.

    When Eqs. (2.1) represent harmonic waves, that is, when the time dependence

is expressed by eicot, the forms of (2.2) coincide with those which (2.1) will take,

when in is rep!aced by P and the time factor ePt is omitted. Nence, in orderto solve

Eqs. (2.2), it is suracient to replace in in the steady-state solution by P.

    Now, as we wish to consider the electromagnetic fields in the wave guide, the

field quantities E(evi t), IY(7, t) are derived from the combination of the thcomponeBts

of the eiectric Hertzian vector and the magnetic Hertzian vector : (P(;, t) and Y(?, t).

They are:

                      E.(-i t) -= 02dio.(g•. t) -.62?Pa(,5.s t) ,

                     E.(?, t) - 02g;-ro'•,t) +pt02epa,(or.• t),

                               a20(}, t) 02di(?, t)
                                                                       (2. 3)

If we take their Laplace

Ex (-r', t) a22 ept ww at2 ,

Hx(e, t) "' lilll!l.(o"'ist) --s02dia(t7ai t),

                     02Åë(Z t)          02?Y(7, t)
H.(-r',t)== ayox -e atox '

Hx(vr', t) =nt 02Y o( ,?
,'
 t) nd ept02ep o( t;i t)•

 transforms, we obtain, using the assumptions

                      our (?, p)        pt 02tu(?, p)
Ex (?, P) -- o.a. -Pli ay ,

E.(?, p) =- 02ca airS>P) -FpptaW(o"ri P) ,

E. (?, p) .: 62Åë SEr',' P) -p2,ptÅë(?, p) ,

in bR 1,

(2. 4)

'
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                               02W(?, P)                     H.(?,P)== a.o. +peOdi(o'riP),

                               02?p. (}, p)                     Hy(?, P) =" umoyai'-"' pt Pe pm (ari P),

                               o2v cr', p)                     H. (7, P) :=-L o2, -P2sptT(Li, P) ,

and also

                   (A-spt,,\,))gE-]}]lil--=II/g,yi,(j,),g,(11i,1.,ol, (2•s)

where Px and Mg are respectively the g-components of the electric and 'magnetic

diopie moments of the exciting system located at -r'==?o.

    Taking the Lap}ace transforms of (2.5) and using the assumptions in bRl, we

derive

                                          1                  (Aptemp2)IepE-;l;Ppil'be"IIf,."."((pP)),Olmi.'111ptp.,'ii). (2'6)

                                          e

According te (2. 4) and (2. 6), the Laplace transforms of eiectromagnetic fields in the

guide are identified with the• steady-state solutions in which iw is replaced by P and

the time dependent factor ePt is omiÅíted. This is statement made at the beginning

of this secÅíion. •
3. Laplace trarksforms of Hertzian veeters in the wave guide

    As is well known, the electromagnetic waves in the guide that are excited by an

electric or a magnetic dipole oriented in an arbitrary dlrection, can be expressed by

a iinear combinaÅíion ef 2-components of electric and magnetic HertziaR vectors

Åë(fr', t) and IF(7, t), where the 2-axis is the guide axis. But we consider only the

case in which an eiectric or a magnetic dipole is orlented along the a-axis. Other

cases can be treated in the same manner. The symbols to be used in the following

are summarized below.

        I(t): strength of electric current forming an electric or a magnetic dipole,

             where the iatter is considered as the e!ementary circulating current,

       I(P): Laplace transform of I(t),

         6c : length oÅí an electric dipole,

         o"F: area of the elementary circulating current,

 -}o(xe, yo, O): position of dipole, '



the waves travelling in the direction of 2 de-

creasing, when P is replaced by in. In the
fol}owing, we consider only the case in which

the exponential factors are exp(-r.e) and
exp(-r;,2), (g>O). The case in which th'e
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     Åën(x, y):a function defined by (oax2,+sai,-yfea)ip.(x, y) ==O subject to the bound-

              ary condition 6ip./On==O at the wall of the wave guide, where feg is

             the nth eigenvalue of ipn(x, y) and le,2,5k3+i,

     4)n(x, N):a function defined by (bO-x2,+oay2, -}- Jea2)gn(x, y) --O subject to the bound-

             ary condition q.(x, y) =O at the wali, where lea2 is the nth eigenvalue

             of go.(x, y) and leA2:Sllkt'3-i,

                  r. ::--- (fegÅÄp2spt)'i2 (Out<argrnEll -III-),

                  rk - (fe,',2+P2ept)i!2 (e :il arg r;, :E{l {i-) ,

                 J(din) :"' SS Åë3,(x, y)dxdy ,

                 1(qn) =xx SS qR(x, y)dxdy.

    According to the statement made at the begiRning of bR2, the Laplace transform

of an eiectric or a magnetic dipole moment can be expressed as follows:

    Tke Laplace tran$forrn of a magnetic dipole moment is rd(P)o"F and that of an

electric dipoie rnoment l(P)6c/P. Now, when an electric or a magnetic dipole is

oriented along the e-axis, we have the following expressions which are obtained by

putting P in place of itu in the usuai steady-state solutions (1):

    (i) Fora magnetic dipole parallel to the a-axis, '

                 wmz(7, p) -= J(P2) 6F;;II ip"("gr'.Yfe()ipdi.")("' Y) e-+yn". (3. 1)

The electromagnetic field can be derived from the Laplace transforrn of the a-

component of this rnagnetic Hertzian vector.

    (ii) For an electric dipole parallel to the z-axis,

                                                         '
                 die"('r', p) == I(P2),O"C)ll,] 9"(XSr' kYJe)(9q".)(X' Yww) eF'r,=. (3. 2)

    The doub}e slgns in the above two expres- x
sions are to be taken in the same order. The "
                                                           iminus s!gn iR the exponential factor corresponds l
to the waves travelling in the directioR of2 INN
increasing, while the pltts sign corresponds to -..-- - j )) .

                    . .-eb.a
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 exponential factors are exp{rrllgl (z<O) can be treated analogously. Operating in-

 verse transform to these expressions, we can obtain the corresponding Y(;, t) and

 di(;' t)'

 4. Case 1 when the impressed current I,eicot begins to be impressed at t='=mO.

    In thi.s case, we take

                ' i(t) -= (?,,,., .W,hg: l.im<i-gl (4. i)

 where Io represents a complex amplitude of current. By
                                                              JCt)
taking the Laplace transÅíorm of (4.1), we obtain

                              Io
                     .I(P) =- iir:-rr'i•zlto '

Substituting this into (3.1) and (3. 2) and taking their in- t
verse transforms, we obtain Y(>, t) and Åë(-r', t) for the O

                                                                Fig. 2.present case.

    In the case (ii) in bg3 we have (2), for 2>O,

           e-rV.n"=em(2k(...lenv4etiÅÄie,2"p,'i)),i7i-,2,..S,"e1,(fe.B)eXP(i?f,i/nvy,l5tggg,IS-,2+22)BdB

                ='` aS."e!. Jo(feny/a2r2 -z2)e-PTdT

                 =aip,,(2,P), (4. 3)
where we have put
                                                     ttt
                     a ;L' ih/gA, /B2+a2 == T/j/5ptT == aT,

and ip.(2, P) is the Laplace transform of Åë.(z, t) defined by :

                  Åë"(z•')=" (OiT,(fe.,/.,,,-,,) Xl:g:ll.EY."l (4.4)

Thus, using this formula, we obtain the expression for TMX(;, t) in the form:

          gFmz(;, t) == io26F:tl}l din(Xo ,fV(o3, /,)n(X, Y) 2i.i!::i,"ooe e-r'."" p giPi.. dp, (4. s)

where a is the real part of P.

    As usual, the above integral can be modified to a contour integral on the complex

P plane, the contour being taken to be the combination oS a straight line a-ioo ->

ev+ioe and a semicircle of radius oo on the right-hand or left-hand side, according

as t<a/a or t>2/a, as shown in Fig. 3. Let the Lap}ace transform aRd its inverse

transform be designated by the operators L and L-i respective!y. Then we have

.

"lfei
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                   In = 2i.i S::i.co. e-r';'2 pl te;ts dp

                     = aLmi{Åën(z, P)I(P)}

                     ""' a S: I(t-T){75.(2, T)dT

                      "ilOo!:i.eito(t-T)1,(le.,/a2,,-x,)d. wWhhee"n tttf.://aal (4.6)

Thus, we have finally

T,nz(-.', t) .., Io26Fa ;,I] di"(Xo'Jpt(Lgip):si(X' Y-)-

  Å~ I?ii.eiw(`-T)Jo(k.i/a2.2pt22)d. Wwhheenn l:nvilZl

                                       (4. 7) axis
The above expression shows clearly that the

electromagnetic waves propagaSe with speed
a=:1/i/51ptr and that the phase velocity in the
                                                          lmagmafy axlsguide which appears in the steady-state solutions,

is not the true propagation velocity. Fig• 3•
    The case (ii) in bR3 can be treated in a similar manner. Only the final result is

givett here.

   ditx(?, t) :--: I-o-2/-,-g- >/;' 9"("o 'JY(eS/,)"(X' Y) i.i lat.'i i,".". -ei-i,/-,.EZ p( pe'ptt,..) dp

           :;':='ttli",'<ae,'q"S,X.,,e•ie$/,).n(x,y)

            Å~` [?:!. gsin '[Z- (t-T-)eiw(t-T)i2J,(k;, .,/a-,i-, -2,)d. :hhee: ttts<,.l.i//il l (4. s)

    Next, we shali discttss the behaviours of these expressions at t->oo, fixing z ata

finke value. We here consider only the case (i) in bg3, since the other cases can be

discussed simllarly. Thtts, by (4.7) we obtain

      gpemz(;, t) .. Io26F a ;ll] gb"(Xo'.Yf(oiL/,)"(X' Y) eiutt Sl!. e-'itorlo(feni/a2T2 -22)dT ,

where obviously t>2/a, since t->oo. Hence, using (4, 3), we obtain

      epm"('r', t) ;=-L Ie-OS.E a :i"e di"(Xo 'io$.ip)"(X' Y)

                 Å~ 1,tee eia't !:.lf. e-iwr.lo(kn}/a2r2 -g2)clr

               ..... JogF :lli v-nmm( xrm• •f,oagst(x• y-)- ecr" i,,lm ,iptt .

                I

/cr



case (i) m S3, the expression (5.3) is used to obtain

         yFtn="(•r, t) .. Ser,nX'(-r', t)-SITMX'("r", t-T) ,

where Tis the duration of the pulse. i
   Hence,

      wmx"(hi t) == !IFiL a .'si'}t ipn(Xo 'JY(oS/,)"(X' Y)

                    O when
                Å~ Sil.Jo(len)/a2T2-22)dT when

                    Ii-TJo(k,i,/i2/ i/Z -2E)dT when
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This is the steady-state solution, showing that (4.7) approaches the steady state as

tlme mcreases.

5. Case 2 wken tke current Io begins to be impressed at t== O.

    In case when l(t) is a unit function, the expressions (4. 7) and (4. 8) in the pre-

ceding section are simplified. Thus, taking into account that when

                           J(t) ==O t<O
                                                                    (5. 1)
                               ==1 tllil:;O,
its Laplace transform is

                                       i                                I(P) ::'` mmp- , (5. 2)

we obtain the expression for this case by putting o==O, Ionv-'1 in the expressions in

hR4. Thus, for the case G) in bR3,

     gp'mz'("r, t) -- sllF; a >l? din(Xo •JY(oaY,)n(X• Y)

                                                  when t<z/a ,                Å~ I?il. Jo(lenJ/a2T2-a2)dr wken tkz/a, (5' 3)

and for the case (ii) in bg3,

      pte2'(-r', t) -= g{91;;1] q"(Xo'ioS.if)"(X' Y)

                                                 wheR t<z/a ,                Å~ I ?;1. (tptT)Jllo(le;t J/ai'F'i'LIJJI}'i)dT when tkg/a . (5' 4)

                                            '
6. Case 3 when the impressed currents in cases 1 amd 2 end at t:=-"T.

   In ca$e when tke space is excited by a rectangular pu!se, the fields can be easily

obtained from the above expressions. For examp}e, in the

        . .. JU}
l

      OT
         Fig, 4.

t- T<t<2/a ,

t-T<2/a<t,

a/a<t-T<t.

)1

tb

.
6(
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The results for the other case can be obtained in a similar procedure.

    Next, when the excitation is given by a harrnenic wave train of finite duration,

the formulae in bR4 are available. For examp!e, in the case (i) in bR3, the expression

                                                                         tt(4. 7) is used. Thus, if we put Ie=:1 (say) in (4.7), we obtain

    yrtn""(-r', t) = YTmX(7, t) -eitoTgPfM=("r, t-T)

             ,;. !ilF; . >i din(Xo •fy(o2g,)n(x• y)

                     O when t-T<t<2/a,
                                   '                 Å~ Sil. eitu(t-T)Je(feni/a2r2-z2)dT when t-T<2/a<t, (6.2)

                     Si-Tei"'(t-T)Jo(feni/a2T2-22)dT
                                                when z/a<t-T<t.

                                                      v

7. The approximabe forrnulae for the first preearsors

    While in the above sections we have obtained, by the use of Laplace transforms,

the genera! solutioRs including the tyansient so}utions, we shail discuss in this section

the first precursors of the wave by Sommerfeid's method (3). We shall discuss the
behaviours of T("r, t) and di(-r', t). In order to obtain the electromagnetic fieid inten-

sities, it is suMcient to differentiate them with respect to time and spatial coordinates.

In this section, only the case coRsidered iR bg4, namely, the case where the impressed

current Ioeitot begins to be impressed at t=O will be discussed.

    (a) For tke case (i) in bR3, we obtain, starting from (4.5),

       gFm--ci t) .. IogF ;l; din(xo ,Jy(odi)/,)n(x• y) 21.i S::iecoe ei.li'"pe-P"i. dp, (7. 1)

and

                       i;,,tx- 2i.i l::II'.." eii""peptPi,, dp, (7. 2)

where, as before, r.==(fe,2,+p2ept)i12-.

    Now, if we put P= ito', (7. 2) becomes

                   q.i" == 2rl}i• sS eXÅí•,ie'(-tois`,Eb4,S2e-pt,l}/I,ig/k2,)} d.t.

The path of integration of the of-plane is replaced by a circle of an infinitely large

radius with its centre at the origin. Fol!owing Sommerfeld this circle is designated

by U. As the measure of magnitude of the radius of U, the following may be adopted :

                                   tt                      iofi>> the larger of to and le./J/e-pt. ' (A)

Hence, when l'."Z is compttted, the following approximations are made :

                                 (vt - co sv tut
                                          '
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   (of2Ept -k,2,)i/2 •N-. to'T/g" {1 - lt (ofS:emupt)2}' '

Then we have
   IYZ`\ -2n,}i,wwpt fl; tttS(ftu",',;i"ito" dtu', (7. 3)

                                                                      rea1 a):i.where
        t' =t-zJ/ewapt, 6. == feg2/2,/rpt.

When we introduce a new integration variable u

such that rmagmary axis               eit` me (o' •yltitli' , (7• 4)

we have

    i(oft'mai-6n/co') =i}/t'6n(ca"v/tV' ÅÄili7/'Vttlt) ,.i,

                == 2i}/txe. cos u ,

and therefore

  lifgfs21rri i/ls.pt.. ,vlttt,, !e2i V'i7'E:en COSU-iU dec, imaginary axis.

                                       (7. 5) Fig, 5.

the integral being taken from u=O to u==2x, since, as will be seen from (7. 4), when

u varies from O to 2rt, a circle with its centre at the origin is described in the to'-

plane. IR case when t'==l-2i/e- pt is suMciently small, tke radius of this circle satisfies

the above-mentioned condition aRd so the approximation (7. 5) is adequate. Therefore,

when we take aB adequately small t', the approximate expression for P.'X is

                          IXX =" ,/1im,pt 'Vtlitl7i (2J/t-'en)' (7' 6)

It is to be noted that since there are the conditlon (4) and the condition le::S{leg+i,

the accuracy of the approximate formula (7. 6) is different for various n with the same

t'. So this formula seems to be usefui in order to discuss each mode individually.

    (b) For the case (ii) in bR 3, we have

                     dient(-r, t) --- ie26,C\i q"(Xo 'ioS.9)"(X' Y) i#z,

                          l#z== 21.iS e;;',L' p(pel`in) dp (7. 7)

                                1 ti                            NA:' ,/cmb,tL ]x. -II2(2y/t'6A) ,

where

.

a+tco

p--pla

re

-a--1co

(O'-

t.-'

rea
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                     t':='=' t-zi/eunL, ea --= ll- fr.4'li.

From these formulae the behaviours of the first precursors of electrornagnetic waves

can be investigated by differential operations.
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